LUNAR SABBATH

The real weekly Feast Sabbath, vs the false lunar sabbath
There has been a false teaching of the Lunar Sabbath going around in the torah community for
quite some time, causing nothing but confusion in the community. Don't get caught up in the Lunacy
of the Lunar Sabbath! Many don't seem to realize that hasatan has placed himself in this community
trying to cause more confusion and chaos in any way he can. By detracting torah people from the
weightier things like "Spiritual Warfare" (curses and demons, witchcraft), and "The Baptism of the
Ruach Hakodesh", he keeps many ignorant of the power and authority the true word of Yah creates
when achieved. Too many it seems have forgotten that the "Kingdom of Yahveh" consists of not just
words, but POWER. Satan himself is the instigator of this foolish teaching, and it needs to be put to
rest once and for all.
Many people get confused when they hear about the New Moon celebration of Rosh
Hodesh, as being the seventh day weekly Feast, sabbath. They start
from that day and then call the seventh day after that date, the weekly
Feast Sabbath, which of course then causes them nothing but
confusion.
Let's look at an example: Let's say the New Moon Sliver falls on the
third day of a week. They make that day their first day of their so-called
Lunar Sabbath week. As you can clearly see we already have a three
day vanishment problem, which of course cannot be. They have lost
three days and changed the weekly Feast Sabbath to a day that
doesn't line up with the perpetual counting of the weekly seventh day
sabbath since creation. The weekly Sabbath has nothing what-so-ever
to do with the New moon. The weekly Sabbath is always a continuous
multiplication of seven.
The new Moon establishes the countdown for the Seven Feasts we
celebrate with Yah. It reveals to us the first day of the lunar month, which has nothing what-so-ever to
do with the weekly Sabbath count. It is outside of the seventh day perpetual counting of shabbat.
They are changing, adding to His word, and creating a NEW WEEKLY FEAST SABBATH, which
causes chaos in regards to anything to do with the Biblical lunar calendar of 29.5 days compared to
the Gregorian 30-31 days.
Deut. 4:2 "In order to obey the mitzvot of ADONAI your which I am giving you, do not add to what I
am saying, and do not subtract from it".
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Deut. 13:1 “Everything I am commanding you, you are to take care to do. Do not add to it or
subtract from it".
Anyone who would dare attempt to change a day of the week is a LIAR! No human has the
authority to do so, as Yah have clearly revealed.
Prov. 30:6 "Don’t add anything to his words; or he will rebuke you, and you be found a liar" We know
that liars end up in the Lake of Fire, so we would never, under any circumstance want to be
considered a liar by Dad. To make it even worse, by teaching this lie, we are in fact lying to others:
friends, relatives, family, neighbors, etc. causing them grief because they may believe this nonsense
and also become liars, doomed for hell. You might say it's like a malignant cancer like homosexuality,
that just keeps growing and growing till it causes death. Matt. 15:14 "the blind are leading the blind
into the ditch" .
Don't get caught up in the Lunacy of the Lunar Sabbath. We have a perpetual seven day count
for the weekly Feast sabbath, that day just so happens to land on what is now called Saturday. Then
you should continue the normal count of seven days as prescribed by Yahveh at creation. One may
celebrate Rosh Hodesh (New Moon) on what-ever day it lands on, but this is not considered a biblical
Feast, it is a tradition that has nothing what-so-ever to do with the weekly sabbath. Those who follow
this Lunar Sabbath teaching are in error and will be cursed for doing so. Remember truth sets us free,
not false teachings. Have no part with false teachers. The following are some verses that confirm
what is the proper sabbath. As a matter of fact in the scroll of Acts the weekly Feast Sabbath is
referred to about 100 times, the following are a few examples: (Acts 11:26,13:14,27, 15:21, 16:13,
17:2, 18:4 & 11).
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excerpt from the Law Book.
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